Community Play at your club
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Introduction to Community Play
Thank you for choosing to conduct the ANZ Tennis Hot
Shots (ANZTHS) Community Play program. It is great to
have you as part of the team providing opportunities for
more kids to play tennis more often.

This guide outlines the key information you will need to
deliver Community Play at your club/centre as well as other
resources and opportunities that are available to your club
and players.

At the core of ANZTHS is the use of tailored equipment
including smaller nets, racquets and low-compression
tennis balls. This ensures children are introduced to tennis
in an environment which is suited to their age and skill level
and makes learning tennis fun and easy.

Opportunities arise for parents, club members and
volunteers to be involved by assisting on-court and
reinforcing the ‘be a good sport’ messages.

In the past 12 months, more than 750,000 children have
participated in the ANZTHS program via Community Play,
Schools, coaching programs and promotional events
around Australia.
The program aims to provide:
• An opportunity for players at clubs who do not have a
coach to participate in ANZTHS;

We recognise the importance of offering a quality program
which compliments your current club/centre programs. We
also recognise the important role played by club volunteers
and tennis coaches in driving tennis participation in your
local area. We value your tremendous contribution to the
sport.
We look forward to helping you get more kids playing tennis
more often in your local community.

• Players who are currently in an ANZTHS coaching
program with an additional opportunity to play;
• A link for players who have participated in the ANZTHS
schools program to try tennis in the club environment;
• A link for players who are not having ANZTHS coaching to
start coaching to improve their skills and;
• A stepping stone for players between ANZTHS coaching
and ANZTHS leagues & local tournaments.

Craig Morris
Director Participation

Program philosophy – Learning through play
ANZ Tennis Hot Shots (ANZTHS) is Tennis Australia’s official
development program for primary aged children.

During sessions, activities cater for the developmental
readiness of each player.

It involves three key components:

•F
 un: players are actively engaged, excited and motivated
to participate;

1. A learning through play philosophy
2. The use of scaled equipment i.e. smaller courts, racquets
and low-compression balls
3. A progressive pathway via the red, orange and green
stages
At the core of the program is an innovative, practical
philosophy called ‘learning through play’. This means that
playing the game of tennis, or modified versions of the game,
is the central feature of the program.

•T
 actical/play: players are required to think and make
decisions about meaningful tennis situations;
•T
 echnical/skills: players have plenty of opportunities to
improve their tennis skills;
•S
 ocial: players build social skills such as working
cooperatively with a partner, building friendships,
encouraging team mates and showing sportsmanship
during game play.

Players are encouraged to serve, rally, and score while
refining their tennis skills in meaningful situations that relate
to the game of tennis. Activities that will promote these
outcomes may require modification. These modifications
commonly involve adapting equipment (e.g. smaller
racquets, low compression balls), court size (e.g. scaled
courts) and tennis skills (e.g. substituting a drop and hit for
an over arm serve) to promote greater success.

Club program benefits
• Initial equipment pack valued at $1050 (RRP). The
equipment pack will include the following:
- 1 x roller bag, containing;
- 4 x 3m nets
- 2 dozen red balls
- 1 dozen orange balls
- 8 x 21” racquets
- 8 x 23” racquets
- 1 roll of barrier tape
- 1 set of drop-down lines
• Activity cards
• ANZTHS fence banner
• Polo shirt and cap for the Coordinator

•A
 ccess to a suite of additional resources via the secure
section of the Hot Shots website
•U
 se of the program logo
•P
 layback Rebate – more information on page X
•D
 iscounts on equipment via the online store
•O
 ngoing professional development
•O
 pportunity for money can’t buy on-court experiences
during major events (e.g. Australian Open and Australian
Open Series events)
•E
 xposure and promotion of your Community Play program
on hotshots.tennis.com.au

Benefits
Purchasing additional equipment

Playback Rebate

As a registered Community Play club, you are entitled to
discounts on equipment and merchandise.

Launched in January 2013 the Playback Rebate is our way
of helping you continue the great work you are doing in your
tennis community.

Equipment and merchandise can be purchased online via
hotshots.tennis.com.au.

Community Play Conference
The Australian Open Grand Slam Community Play
Conference is held during the Australian Open each year.
This all expenses paid trip is a fantastic opportunity for
coordinators to meet other Community Play coordinators,
enjoy the Australian Open experience and provide your
feedback on the program. There are a limited number
of invitation-only spaces available with Community Play
Coordinators being invited to participate in this conference
by their local CTO.

How does it work?
For every one of your registered ANZ Tennis Hot Shots
players, you will receive a rebate that you can use to refresh
your equipment or purchase merchandise. Your rebate will be
calculated based on the total number of players registered
online from 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2015.

How do we qualify?
Qualifying is easy, just follow these two steps:
1. Encourage your players to register their details at
hotshots.tennis.com.au/claim
For each player who registers their details and nominates
your club, you will receive a rebate.
2. Choose your new equipment or merchandise

National Court Rebate

In July 2015 we’ll notify you of your rebate amount, which
you can spend at the online Tennis store!

One element of having a quality program is ensuring kids
play on an appropriately sized court. ANZTHS courts can be
created using existing tennis courts, be configured in public
open spaces or developed as dedicated courts within the
club/centre environment.

Can you help us promote this to our players?

The National Court Rebate (NCR) assists affiliated clubs/
venues to develop new tennis courts or upgrade old courts
and associated infrastructure, including clubhouses.
Expressions of interest for funding assistance can be
requested for base preparation and court development,
lighting, surface or resurfacing, venue development or
upgrades, fencing, water saving and ancillary items,
including hitting walls.
The NCR invites expressions of interest from July 1 2014 for
funding assistance to develop or upgrade court surfaces and
associated venue infrastructure. In 2014/15 NCR funding
will be divided into two (2) funding rounds. Applicants
who submit an EOI will be invited to apply for funding for a
specific round, in which applications will be assessed.
If you have any questions or would like to submit an EOI for
your project please contact your State Member Association
or Tennis Australia’s Places to Play team on 03 9914 4000.

Absolutely! To help you spread the message, you will receive
a poster for your clubhouse and T-shirt cards to give to your
players. If you would like more cards, or posters, please
email us at hotshots@tennis.com.au.
Don’t forget, to maximise your Playback rebate encourage all of
your players to register online at hotshots.tennis.com.au/claim.
Along with helping to improve the equipment at their club,
they will also receive an official ANZ Tennis Hot Shots T-shirt.

ANZ Tennis Hot Shot of the Year
All registered participants can enter the ANZ Tennis Hot Shot
of the Year competition.
12 nominees (announced monthly) will receive an equipment
pack as well as a VIP trip to Australian Open 2015, where
they will attend the official awards night, go behind the
scenes at Melbourne Park and play on the same courts as
the world’s best players.
The winner will be presented with a grand prize of $5000,
one year of free tennis coaching and a visit from Alicia Molik
to their local tennis club and a tennis lesson with Alicia and
three of their friends!
Entry is simple, participants visit hotshots.tennis.com.au
and tell us in 100 words of fewer why they should be the
ANZ Tennis Hot Shot of the Year.

On Court Opportunities
Is your club interested in playing on the same courts as the
world’s best during events such as the Australian Open, AO
Series events or Davis Cup and Fed Cup ties? All Community
Play clubs have the opportunity to take part in these ultimate
experiences. Your players will be treated like stars with
accreditation access and memories that will last a lifetime.
Further information about these initiatives will be sent closer
to the events.

ANZ Tennis Hot Shots P
Stages of Development

RED STAGE

LAUNCH PAD STAGE

Fundamental and Perceptual
Motor Skills (FPMS)

There are a number of program options at this stage, including
the ofﬁcial Launch Pad program Wilson peeWee tennis.
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hotshots.tennis.com.au

Community Play at a glance
Stage

Age (suggested)

Number of
players per court

Time
(suggested)

Number of
volunteers per
court

Blue

3–5 years*

8–16

45 mins

4–8

Red

5–8 years

8

45 mins

1–2

Orange

8–10 years

4

60–75 mins

1

Green

9+ years

4

75–90 mins

1

*This age range is a guide. Older players who are unable to rally can participate in Blue Stage activities.

Delivery of your sessions
Community Play is all about getting kids playing tennis. The
program formats for each stage can be adapted to suit the
needs of your tennis community.
Depending on factors such as the age, number and
standard of your players, court availability, the number and
experience of your volunteers, you may choose to deliver all
of the stages or focus on one or two. You can then build on
the program the next time it is offered at your club.
Please see below some recommendations on what a
session may look like.

Blue Stage

Red, Orange and Green Stages
1. Warm-up
• First 5-10 minutes of session
• Whole group warm-up
• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week is introduced
• Provides an opportunity for players to relax and get to
know each other and their team mates

2. Skill activity
• 10 – 20 minutes
• Cooperative activities to build tennis skills, in particular
tactical skills of accuracy and consistency
• Pick activities from the set of activity cards

1. Skill activities

3. Play

• Players will have the opportunity to improve their basic
tennis skills by participating in a series of cooperative skill
activities.
• Players can play with another player or a parent/guardian.
• Players will serve, rally and score using a modified format
(e.g., a rolling rally).

• Provide the opportunity for players to implement and
practice the skills and techniques they have learnt during
the skill activities
• Time varies between stages
• Players will serve, rally and score
• Different formats and scoring for each stage

4. Wrap up
• Scores collated.
• Players’ effort and performance acknowledged
• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week reinforced
• Players encouraged to practice before next session

‘Be a good sport’ messages
An aim of Community Play is to build social skills such as
working cooperatively with a partner, encouraging team
mates and showing sportsmanship during game play. The
weekly ‘be a good sport’ messages reflect this objective.
These messages are targeted at Red, Orange and Green
Stage players.
Note: If your program is longer than six weeks you can:

• repeat one of the ‘be a good sport’ messages;
• ask the players which message they would like to focus
on for the week; or
• come up with your own ‘be a good sport’ message

Week 1 - Shake hands with your opponent at
the end of the match
When shaking hands:
• look your opponent in the eye
• have a firm hand shake
• use the player’s name and thank them for the match.

Week 2 - Call the lines fairly
When calling lines:
• each player is responsible for calling the lines on his/her
side of the court
• if the ball lands on the line it is in
• if the ball is “out” or a “fault”, calls should be made just
after the ball has bounced and must be loud enough for
the opponent to hear
• if the ball is close to the line, give your opponent the
benefit of the doubt and play the ball as “in”

Week 3 - Call the score clearly
When calling the score:
• make sure your voice is loud enough for your opponent to
hear
• the server is responsible for calling the score
• the server’s score is called first
• it is a good idea to call the score after each point to help
you remember the score

Week 4 - Give your best effort
Giving your best effort means:
• trying to hit every ball in the court
• running hard to reach shots
• concentrating during the match

Week 5 - Be a good teammate
• encourage your partner
• during doubles, collect the balls and return them to your
partner when they are serving
• congratulate your partner if they hit a good shot or give
their best effort during a point

Week 6 - Respect your opponent
Respecting your opponent means:
• calling the lines fairly at your end of the court
• accepting the line calls of your opponent
• congratulating your opponent if they hit a winning shot
• saying something positive to your opponent after the
match (win or lose)

Managing large participant numbers
It is the role of the coordinator and volunteers assisting to
ensure that the environment is safe for all children to be able
to participate.
Some ideas on how to handle a large group include:

•C
 onstruct activities in a way that minimises the chances of
players being hit by a ball from another player
•E
 nsure players have sufficient space to practice swings

• Ensure the court surface is dry, clean and clear of any
foreign objects

•P
 lace left-handed player in appropriate positions to avoid
racquet collisions with right-handed players (generally on
the end of the court space)

• Ensure players are spread out with clear space available.
This will ensure no-one is struck by racquets or balls

•E
 nsure balls are regularly cleared from the court surface to
prevent players stepping on them

• Ensure players understand the activity they are
participating in. A demonstration can assist in this.

Variations
Dealing with different ability levels on the same court can
be very challenging. The activities can be modified to make
them more or less difficult by the coordinator or player.
Variations in a session are based on the ‘CHANGE IT’
philosophy, which directs attention to the constraints that
can be modified to focus tennis learning.
C – coaching style
H – how scoring occurs or the scoring system
A – area or dimensions of the play space
N – numbers of players
G – game rules
E – equipment
I – inclusion by modifying activities for learning needs
T – time of the game or time allowed in possession

For example, if an activity is too difficult for a player, you
can modify the activity by changing the area (e.g. making
the court smaller) or changing the equipment (e.g. changing
from an orange to red ball or to a foam ball). You can reduce
decision making by changing the game rules (e.g. first to 3
rather than playing a tiebreak).

Progression
Progression involves making an activity more challenging
to encourage skills to develop. It is far better to progress
an activity rather than totally change it for a different one.
Different ways to progress tasks are outlined below

Adding rules and scoring

Using space

• Restricting players to force them to perform a task, i.e.
you can only hit backhands

You can vary your use of space in the following ways:
• Increase space and distance – increase away from the net
can provide a challenge
• Reducing space – when using target areas a smaller area
may be harder to hit
• Wider spaces may encourage more change of direction in
open play

• Giving some players more or less points for performing a
task
• Giving bonus points for performance of a tactical task

 oving a practice from cooperative to
M
competitive
• Cooperative – players work together to achieve the goal
• Cooperative measures – players record their personal best
each week to demonstrate progress

• Narrower spaces may encourage more accuracy

• Cooperative – competitive – players work together in pairs
or teams to achieve a goal before others

Changing equipment

• Cooperative into competitive – players must perform a
task a set number of times before the point becomes live

• Red, orange and green balls make a task harder or easier
• Adding racquets to a task

• Competitive constrained – players complete under a
constraints-based situation i.e. crosscourt to win

Increasing frequency

• Open competitive – players compete openly under no
constraints

• Performing the task more times than before
• Performing more sets of a task than before
• Adding intensity by giving a limited amount of time to
perform a task
• Recording the time that it takes to perform a task and
trying to improve this time

Blue Stage
The Blue Stage introduces the general principles of tennis through participating in a range of challenging activities. Players
will learn and practice basic FMS and PMS skills which will assist them in grasping the key stills required to play tennis.
“Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS) are the basic building blocks or precursor patterns of the more specialised, complex
skills used in organised and non-organised sports and recreational activities.” Hands, Beth (2012) How Fundamental are
Fundamental Motor Skills?, ACHPER Active and Healthy Magazine, Vol 19 (1), pp.17.
Perceptual Motor Skills (PMS) such as receiving, interpreting and responding to particular information and environments is
essential to the personal development of children. Children need to understand how to interpret information when playing in
games or activities and respond accordingly to develop their movement skills and competence.

Court setup

No net required

Number of players per court

Up to 16

Number of volunteers per court:

Players can play with another player or with their parent/
guardian or older sibling.

Format:

Players can do all activities at same time or players rotate
through activity stations. Activities can be varied from
week-to-week.

Activities

Pick from Activity Cards X to X

Notes:
• Be prepared to re-visit (repeat) activities – at this stage,
players need to experiment through play and practice and
repeat fundamental movement skills as many times as
possible
• Players should be able to consistently achieve the activity
before progressing to the next stage

Red Stage
Players in the Red Stage will learn the basic groundstrokes, volley and serve skills require to rally the ball and play games.
During this stage, players will continue to develop competence in fundamental movement skills and are introduced to more
complex skills. They will have a greater ability to combine movement skills and should be given opportunities to creatively
sequence a range of different movements, performing more complicated movement patterns and improving their movement
performances in a range of physical activities.
Players will also begin to learn about the common features of minor and modified games and expand their understanding of
movement strategies. For example, creation of space, defending an area or moving the ball away from a defender to increase
their sense of success in movement.

Court setup

5.5m red courts

Number of players per court

8 (can have less than 8)

Number of volunteers per court

1-2

Warm-up activity

• Whole group warm-up
• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week is introduced
• Pick from warm up activities on cards X to X

Skill activities

These activities will allow players to learn and develop new
skills and techniques
Pick from activity cards X to X

Play

Singles
• timed matches (5 mins)
• first to 5 points, sudden death at 4–4
• serve is an overarm or underarm serve or throw
• one fault allowed
• each player serves for 2 points and then server changes
• keep playing matches to 5 points until time called
• each time a player reaches 5 points, he/she places a peg
from the bucket into his/her team’s cone at end of the
court
• coordinator/volunteer calls time (after 5 mins) and rotates
players at one end one position (clockwise)
• players start next match against new opponent
• 4 rotations in total if 8 players on the court so players play
each person on other team.

Play (continued)

Points:
• 1 peg for each match to 5 points won
• Team pegs added together at end of session.
Considerations
If players are unable to rally with both players
hitting, the rally can be modified to:
• one player hitting with the other player throwing the ball
into play
• both players can throw the ball over the net for a rally
• both players can throw a larger soft plastic ball over the
net for a rally
• players can have a rolling rally along the ground without
a net.
• If you have an odd number, a parent or older child can
step in and play using a smaller racquet and their nondominant hand.
• If you have less than 8 players per court, players can
rotate several times and play the same player more than
once.

Wrap up

• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week reinforced
• Players’ effort and performance acknowledged
• Players encouraged to practice before next session

Orange Stage
During the Orange Stage, players will refine their skills through games which focus on tactics and all court play. They should
be given frequent opportunities to practice, apply and transfer movement concepts and strategies into a range of familiar and
new modified game situations.
Players begin to understand the importance of communication and teamwork in game situations and participate in games
that include more complex rule systems. They will explore the elements of movement and apply these as they compose and
perform a range of movement sequences with control and coordination.

Court setup

Orange court with drop-down lines making two half-courts
for singles; lines in middle to be removed for the doubles

Number of players per court

4

Number of volunteers per court

1

Warm up activity

• Whole group warm-up
• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week is introduced
• Pick from warm up activities on cards X to X

Skill-based activities

These activities will allow players to learn new skills and
techniques
Pick from activity cards X to X

Play

Singles
• half-court
• first to 15 points, sudden death at 14–14
• players spin racquet to determine choice of serve, receive
or end
• overarm or underarm serve to start point
• one fault allowed
• serve must go in service box; rally can be in tramlines
• each player serves for 2 points and then server changes
• players record scores on score sheet at the completion of
each match
• at end of first singles match, players can rally until other
players on their court have finished their singles match
• players swap ends at completion of first singles match
• players commence next singles match against a new
opponent.

Play (continued)

Doubles
• orange court
• first to 4 games (if there is time players can play first to
6 games)
• no ad at deuce, receiver chooses side to receive at
deuce
• overarm or underarm serve to start point
• Change ends every odd game.
Points:
• 1 point to the team for each match won.

Wrap up

• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week reinforced
• Players’ effort and performance acknowledged
• Players encouraged to practice before next session

Green Stage
Playing on a full court, Green Stage players will bring all elements of playing the game of tennis into practice; with players
strategically deciding on shot making and participating in singles and doubles play.
They will apply more complex combinations of skills and strategies in a range of movement contexts and environments.
Players will be able to demonstrate how tactics can be transferred to other movement contexts and are able to devise,
implement, perform and assess movement tactics and strategies in a range of contexts.

Court setup

full court with drop-down lines making two half-courts for
singles; lines in middle to be removed for the doubles.

Number of players per court

4

Number of volunteers per court

1

Warm up activity

• Whole group warm-up
• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week is introduced
• Pick from warm up activities on cards X to X

Skill-based activities

These activities will allow players to learn new skills and
techniques
Pick from activity cards X to X

Play

Singles
• half-court
• first to 10 points, sudden death at 9–9
• players spin racquet to determine choice of serve, receive
or end
• overarm or underarm serve to start point
• one fault allowed
• serve must go in service box; rally can be in tramlines
• each player serves for 2 points and then server changes
• players record scores on score sheet at the completion of
each match
• at end of first singles match, players can rally until other
players on their court have finished their singles match
• players swap ends at completion of first singles match
• players commence next singles match against a new
opponent.

Play (continued)

Team Singles
• full-court
• first to 10 points, sudden death at 9–9
• player 1 (Team 1) serves to deuce court; Player 1
(Team 2) receives
• next point, Player 1 (Team 1) serves to ad court, Player 2
(Team 2) receives
• next point Player 2 (Team 1) serves to deuce court,
Player 1 (Team 2) receives
• next point Player 2 (Team 1) serves to ad court, Player 2
(Team 2) receives
• next point change serving team and repeat.
Doubles
• full court
• first to 4 games (if there is time players can play first to
6 games)
• no ad at deuce, receiver chooses side to receive at
deuce
• overarm or underarm serve to start point
• change ends every odd game.
Points:
• 1 point to the team for each match won.

Wrap up

• ‘Be a good sport’ message of the week reinforced
• Players’ effort and performance acknowledged
• Players encouraged to practice before next session

Challenges
Red Stage

Green Stage

• Players count the number of shots in a rally

• Cooperative rally with a partner, down the line

Orange Stage

• Cooperative rally with a partner, cross-court

• Cooperative rally with a partner (players count the number
of shots in a rally)

• Number of serves in out of 10 (5 to each service box)

• Number of serves in out of 10 (5 to each service box)

Recognising player and team achievements
The focus of the program is on participation through play.

• Player/s who demonstrate a good attitude to learning

At some point you may like to recognise player
achievements such as;

• A pair who worked collaboratively together as a team

• Player who was the best sport during the session (e.g.,
called lines fairly, gave their best effort, etc)
• Player/s who achieve the highest scores in set activities
• Player/s who have improved the most in set activities

• Players who showed respect for the volunteers
• Players who demonstrated good listening skills
Participation certificates and other awards are available for
download from the Community Play online secure section of
the Hot Shots website.

Play on
It is important to provide an opportunity for players to
continue to play tennis at the completion of the program.
Possible activities your club/centre might like to offer
include:

•R
 ed, Orange and Green Stage parent/child challenge
• r ound robin tournaments for Red, Orange and Green
Stage players

• bring a friend session

• family and junior club membership packages targeted to
Community Play players

• open courts for 30 minutes after Community Play

• family fun day

• open courts for family play for two hours on a Saturday or
Sunday

•C
 ommunity Play tennis day during the Grand Slams,
provide a BBQ and a television to watch the final

Role of the Community Play Coordinator
It is important the Coordinator (and any volunteers assisting)
have a good understanding of the Community Play program
through reading this manual and/or attending a face-to-face
training session. Your local Community Tennis Officer will be
your point of contact for any questions you may have about
the program.
When running your program, make sure you:
• determine the length of the program
• determine the session day and times
• determine the cost of the program
• advertise the Community Play program in the local
community
• source volunteers to assist on-court
• allocate players to either Blue, Red, Orange or Green
Stage groups
• conduct a draw for the Red, Orange and Green Stage
groups
• make the weekly match schedule
• prepare score sheets for each week
• reallocate players to different stages if required
• welcome players to each session and direct players and
volunteers to courts
• coordinate court and equipment set-up and pack-up for
each session
• maintain a summary of Challenge and Play scores for
each player and team (if you choose to do this)

•b
 rief, monitor and assist volunteers as required
•e
 ncourage players to register on-line at
hotshots.tennis.com.au to receive their free t-shirt.
Note: players can only register once per financial year to
receive the t-shirt
•p
 rovide feedback to Tennis Australia about the program as
part of our continual improvement process
•p
 rovide a Play On opportunity for players within 8 weeks
of finishing the program.

Working with Children Check:
The Community Play Coordinator, and any other volunteers
who have unsupervised contact with children under 18
years of age, are required to hold a current Working with
Children Check (WWCC) or State/Territory equivalent in your
respective State/Territory.
These individuals are also required to sign the Tennis
Australia Member Protection Declaration (MPD) which can
be found at tennis.com.au/coaches/membership/policies.
The Coordinator is responsible for checking the WWCC and
MPD requirements for volunteers who have unsupervised
contact with children and keeping a record of these checks.
Note: Tennis Australia coach members have previously met
this requirement as part of their coach membership.

How can volunteers assist?
Community Play volunteers can support the program by:
• helping set up and pack up nets and equipment
• standing on-court and assisting with scoring, player
rotations and court positions
• making sure the court environment is safe, such as getting
players to move balls off court, ensuring players do not
run on to the other half of the court to collect balls during
the half-court singles
• reinforcing the ‘be a good sport’ messages
• assisting the Coordinator
• assisting with the community event on the final night, such
helping with the BBQ, serving the pizzas, etc.
Ideally after a few weeks the Orange and Green Stage
players will be able to play independently, only requiring one
volunteer to rove between a number of courts. The Blue and
Red Stage players will require additional assistance for the
duration of the program.

Parents, older siblings and club members are a great
starting point when trying to get more help! If you’re looking
for additional volunteers, you can consider the following
options
• Get in touch with your local Community Tennis Officer to
see if they have any connections. Often education and
sport university students are looking for ways they can get
involved in clubs, sports and other activities. Your CTO will
be able to connect you with appropriate people if this is
an option.
• Volunteering Australia and state specific Volunteering
organisations (i.e. Volunteering Gold Coast) offer a range
of information and resources that might assist you

Promoting the program in your community
Community Play is about getting kids playing tennis more
often. Players can be recruited from your club members,
club coaching programs and local schools. Encourage
players to bring a friend who does not play tennis to try the
sport. A Media Release template is available on the online
secure section to assist you with promoting the program in
your local community.

If you’re not sure how to promote your program,
the below suggestions are a great way to get the
ball rolling:
• Local school newsletters
• Social media
• Club website
• Local newspaper
• and around the local community – local shops, libraries,
public places etc

“Our club cannot speak highly enough of the Tennis
Australia Hot Shots Community Play program. Being
in a small rural community our involvement in the
program has been invaluable in allowing the children
to have an opportunity to be active and learn
tennis skills. The equipment and resources provided
though committing to the program gave us a great
head start in establishing the program. Having
the support from the Community Tennis Officer at
Tennis SA through visits and phone calls has given
the volunteers confidence to run the program. The
format for red stage, orange stage and green stage
were easy to follow and ran really smoothly and
allowed the players to be learning the fundamental

motor skills in tennis as well as participate in
modified games at their level. It was evident their
confidence and teamwork improved significantly
each week. Thank you to everyone involved at Tennis
Australia for giving us the opportunity to be a part
of Community Play. It has been and will continue to
be an enormous boost for our club to work together
to engage the younger players in our community and
keep them active through playing the great game of
tennis in a fun and supportive environment.”
– Jane Thompson
Keith Tennis Club, South Australia

Getting started
Some basic steps to assist you with the administration of the program are outlined below.
Before the first session
• Decide on session day, time and cost of the program.
Recommended duration for stages:
• Blue and Red: 45 minutes
• Orange: 60 to 75 minutes
• Green: 75 to 90 minutes
• Advertise the program within your local community
• Visit hotshots.tennis.com.au or speak with your local
Community Tennis Officer to find out when the next Intro
to Hot Shots course is
• Set up a participant list of players names, ages, contact
details and tennis experience
• Allocate players into stage groups (Blue, Red, Orange and
Green) based on their age and tennis experience
• Determine court requirements – number of courts and
times based on the number of players and session
duration. Things to consider:
– Do you have all stages playing at the same time?
– Back to back sessions?
– Play on different days?
• Plan the court allocation – see sample court allocation
table on the following page

•A
 llocate orange and green stage players into teams and
give each team a name. Boys and girls can play together
in the same team and compete against either boys only or
girls only or mixed pairs. If you have larger numbers you
could have a boy’s only and girl’s only competition.
Important note: The most challenging aspect of the program
will be the matching of players on ability. If players are
playing others of a significantly different standard (either
weaker or stronger), they may not enjoy the program to
the same extent as if their partner and opponents are of a
similar standard. If you do not know the players well, it is
suggested you do the draw for the first week of the program
and then make adjustments after observing the players oncourt.
• Do the draw for Week 1 for all stages
• Allocate courts and times for each match
• Complete the week 1 schedule – see example on page X
• Prepare score sheets
• Familiarise yourself with the equipment

Sample Schedule 1
Program summary
Stage

Time

Number of players

Number of courts

Blue

45 mins

8

1

Red

45 mins

16

2

Orange

60–75 mins

12

3

Green

75–90 mins

12

3

Court allocation
Time

Court 1

Court 2

Court 3

4.00–4.45pm

Blue

Red

Red

4.45–6.00pm

Orange

Orange

Orange

6.00–7.30pm

Green

Green

Green

Community Play – Week 1 Schedule
Time

Court 1

Court 2

Court 3

4.00–4.45pm
Blue and Red Stage

Blue Stage

Player 1
Player 2
Player 3
Player 4
Player 5
Player 6
Player 7
Player 8

Player 9
Player 10
Player 11
Player 12
Player 13
Player 14
Player 15
Player 16

4.45–6.00pm
Orange Stage

Player 1/Player 2
vs
Player 3/Player 4

Player 5/Player 6
vs
Player 7/Player 8

Player 9/Player 10
vs
Player 11/Player 12

6.00–7.30pm
Green Stage

Player 1/Player 2
vs
Player 3/Player 4

Player 5/Player 6
vs
Player 7/Player 8

Player 9/Player 10
vs
Player 11/Player 12

Glossary of tennis terms
Ace: a serve that is a winner when the receiving player is
unable to touch the ball
Advantage: when a player needs one more point to win
the game after the score was deuce
Approach shot: when the ball is returned and you move to
the net
Australian Open: Australia’s major Grand Slam event held
in Melbourne
Backhand: a groundstroke where the player hits the tennis
ball from their non dominant side, generally out in front with
top spin and follows through across their body
Backspin: spin on a tennis ball which is created from
slicing the ball in a high to low motion. Backspin slows the
ball down and generally bounces low

Follow through: after a ball is hit, the racquet follows
through across the body. Very important for accuracy,
control and power
Foot fault: when the server steps over the baseline while
serving
Forehand: a groundstroke where the player hits the tennis
ball from their dominant side, generally out in front with top
spin and follows through across their body
Game point: only one point away to win game
Grand Slam event: any one of the four most prestigious
tennis tournaments in the world, including the Australian
Open, French Open, Wimbledon and the U.S. Open
Groundstroke: a forehand or backhand shot made after
the tennis ball bounces once

Backswing: the movement of a swing which moves the
racquet into a position to swing from low to high

Head: the top part of the racket which contains the strings
and is meant to hit the ball

Baseline: the back line of the court where you serve from

Hold service: when the server wins their game

Baseliner: a tennis player who plays predominately from
the baseline

In: when the ball lands in the designated area e.g. serve to
the service box or ball lands inside the baseline

Break: when the server loses their service game

Let: when the ball from a service touches the net but still
lands within the service box. The let is replayed

Break point: one point away from breaking serve
Court: the area or boundary of where a tennis game is
played
Crosscourt: when the flight of the ball is diagonal across
the net into the opponent’s court
Deep: a shot that bounces near the baseline
Deuce: when the score in a game is 40 all
Double fault: two missed serves in a row
Doubles: a game played by four players, two per side of
the court
Down the line: hitting a tennis shot straight down the
sideline/tramline
Drop shot: a shot where a player hits the ball to just go
over the net
Fault: the first service that does not land in play
First service: the first of the two serves a player is allowed.
Generally the server will try a faster first serve.
Flat: a shot with little or no spin

Lob: a shot where the ball is lifted high above the net
usually over an opponents head
Love: no points have been won in a game
Match point: when a player needs one more point to win
the match
Out: any tennis ball that lands outside the area of play.
Etiquette is for player to call it if there are no umpires
Passing shot: when the ball is hit past the opponent at the
net without them being able to return it
Poaching: an aggressive strategy in doubles where the net
player attempts to cross and hit a volley
Tennis ball: comes in all shapes and sizes and is one of
the main pieces of equipment required to play tennis

Tennis racquet: the main piece of equipment in tennis. It
has a long handle and an oval shaped head with a strings
Rally: when players hit the ball back and forth to each other
over a net
Set point: when a player needs one point to win the set
Singles: a tennis game played by two players
Second service: the second serve that the server is
allowed after missing the first serve
Serve: starts the point when the server hits the ball into the
opponents service box
Serve and volley: a tactic where the player serves and
then charges forward to the net to volley the return

Spin: rotation of the ball as it moves through the air
Sudden death deuce: when no advantage is played
Tiebreak: a form of scoring where players aim to reach
seven points before the other player. An advantage of two is
also required e.g. 9-7
Topspin: created from hitting the ball from low to high and
when the ball spins forward whilst travelling through the air
and generally bounces higher on landing
Unforced error: a missed shot by a player that was not
caused by good play by their opponent.
Volley: a shot hit from the net on the full
Winner: a tennis shot that cannot be returned

Smash: hit from the net, standing side on and is an
aggressive shot

Contacts
For more information about Community Play, visit hotshots.tennis.com.au or contact your local Community Tennis Officer in
your state.

Tennis ACT

Tennis Qld

Tennis Vic

P: (02) 6160 7800
E: tennis@tennisact.com.au

P: (07) 3120 7900
E: tennisqueenslandinfo@tennis.com.au

P: (03) 8420 8420
E: tvreception@tennis.com.au

Tennis NSW

Tennis SA

Tennis West

P: (02) 9024 7600
E: tennis@tennisnsw.com.au

P: (08) 7224 8100
E: sareception@tennis.com.au

P: (08) 6462 8300
E: info@tenniswest.com.au

Tennis NT

Tennis Tas

P: (08) 8981 5609
E: tennisnt@tennis.com.au

P: (03) 6108 8200
E: info@tennistas.com.au

